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WELCOME

W
Chief Justice Dr. Willy Mutunga chairing the Steering Committee meeting,
The Deputy Chief Justice Hon Kalpana Rawal and other member following proceedings.

Implement work plans says
Chief Justice

C

hief Justice Willy Mutunga called upon
Judicial Performance Improvement Project (JPIP)
Implementing Units to ensure activities which were
incorporated into their work plans are implemented
efficiently, effectively and prudently.
Speaking when he received the JPIP progress report at
the inaugural meeting of the Steering Committee, the
Chief Justice (CJ) said that such activities should be
implemented in a manner that will contribute towards
articulating the aspiration and spirit of the Judiciary
Transformation Framework.
The Project Steering Committee (PSC), which consists
of Judiciary Officers and other key justice sector
stakeholders, is the highest decision-making organ on
policy guidance on judicial reforms and strategic issues
for JPIP and meets bi-annually to resolve any constraints
that might hamper project implementation. It ensures that
the funds allocated to the project are used effectively and
for the intended purpose. The Committee also reviews the
project’s progress towards achieving the Project
Development Objective (PDO) .
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During the meeting, it emerged that very few activities
were undertaken during the first quarter of this year
leading to low absorption rate of the budget. It was
noted that there is need to deliberate and find solutions
to the low absorption rate and other challenges being
encountered in implementing the project.
Committee members include Deputy Chief Justice,
Chief Registrar of the Judiciary, Director of the Judiciary
Training Institute (JTI), one representative from the
Directorates, the Chairman of the Kenya Magistrates
and Judges’ Association (KMJA), Head of the Judiciary
Transformation Secretariat, Chief of staff in the office
of CJ, two representatives from the Kenya Judiciary
Staff Association (KJSA), one representative from the
Office of the Attorney General, the Ministry of Finance,
Kenya Women Judges’ Association(KWJA), the Law
Society Kenya (LSK) and the Department Justice and
Constitutional Affairs.

elcome to the first edition of the
quarterly online E-newsletter for
the Judicial Performance Improvement
Project (JPIP). JPIP is a management
development project that coordinates
and provides support towards improving
the performance of the Judiciary. It
ensures that systems are put in place
that will provide judicial services in a
more effective, efficient and accountable
manner. JPIP activities are based on four
components - 1. Court Administration and
Case management 2. Judicial Training and
staff developement 3. Court Infrastructure
4. Project management. The activities
articulate priority areas of the Judiciary
Transformation Framework (2012-2016).
The quarterly e-newsletter has been initiated
with the aim of informing our internal and
external audiences on activities being
undertaken by JPIP.
The articles contained in the newsletter
will strive to enlist support, build public
confidence and engagement on JPIP at the
same time encourage Implementing Units to
work more efficiently and effectively. It hopes
to also bring to the fore the activities of JPIP
and increase awareness levels and market
the brand name of JPIP.
To improve on the activities being undertaken
and also the E-newsletter, we welcome your
views and comments. Kindly contact us on
jpipproject@gmail.com
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Use of ICT to hold meetings

U

se of video conferencing has contributed immensely to the
effective implementation of the Judicial Performance
Improvement
Project (JPIP).
In Implementing JPIP, the World Bank Team chaired by
Ms Nightingale Rukuba-Ngaiza
in Washington DC holds
monthly video conferencing meetings with PMU/ IFA who are
based in Nairobi-Kenya to discuss and review the progress
of the project’s Implementation. The meetings are attended

by Gorge Larbi, Co-Task Team Leader in Nairobi World Bank
Office, the Project Director, the Ag. Project Coordinator, the Project
Management Unit (PMU) and Integrated Fiduciary Agent (IFA).
Experts in respective fields are invited from time to time to
provide strategic directions on the project activities. The video
conferencing ensures decisions are made faster and team leaders
are kept abreast in real time on the projects activities leading to
members being more productive. It has also led to saving time,
travel to Washington and other resources.

Task Team Leader Mrs Nightingale Rukuba-Ngaiza
(f) in video conferencing from Washington.

PMU and IFA officials in video conferencing at World Bank
offices in Nairobi with Washington DC.

400,000 Cases Pending in
Courts

T

he number of pending cases in the
courts is over 400,000 as of 30th
June 2013, a national case audit has
revealed. Performance Management
Directorate (PMD) undertook a national
case audit which sought to establish the
extent of case backlog and the type/
nature of the pending cases. The audit
also sought to ascertain the status of the
pending cases, courts efficiency, reasons
for the case backlog and the human and
infrastructural capacity at the courts.
The audit, which is a Judicial Performance
Improvement Project (JPIP) activity
for PMD revealed that majority of the
pending cases in the courts were civil
matters. Further, the findings indicate that
pending cases vary from court to court
and noted that there is shortage of court
prosecutors, frequent adjournments and
inadequate number of judicial officers.
These are some of the reasons that
were cited as the main courses of the
case backlog.
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The report notes that expeditious
conclusion of cases is integral to
addressing the problem of case backlog
in the Judiciary. It is therefore critical for the
Judiciary to address issues raised in the
report by prioritizing and implementing the
proposed recommendations.
The national audit once released, is
expected to help the Judiciary in making
decisions towards addressing case
backlog and increasing efficiency in the
management of courts and other court
processes.

PMD Officers perusing case files during the
National Case Audit exercice

PMD officer selecting Case File to peruse
through.
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Civil Cases take long to Conclude

A

n Impact Evaluation Diagnostic study has
revealed that civil cases take longer time to
conclude compared to criminal cases. The study
indicates that some cases are resolved on filling
whereas others have taken more than 20 years
to conclude. The Performance Management
Directorate (PMD) and Project Management Unit
(PMU) selected randomly twenty (20) Magistrates
Courts for the Diagnostic study.
The Impact Evaluation Diagnostic study is a
project under the World Bank’s Development
Impact Evaluation Unit (DIME). The Impact
Evaluation Diagnostic study was conducted
to determine the major causes of delay in the
determination of cases in magistrates’ courts.
The overall objective of the study was to examine
the various stages that a case goes through in
court and the various reasons for the case delay.
Specifically, the study was to:

• determine the length of delay among various
case types;
• spot area(s) in the case process characterized
by long delays;
• identify possible causes that result into delays
and backlog of cases;
• determine the various court decisions and
reasons given for those decisions at every
stage of the case;
• and make recommendations on interventions
to target for further study and analysis.

The report on Impact Evaluation Diagnostic
study, which is to be released soon, makes a
number of recommendations for consideration
by the Judiciary including capacity building,
strengthening partnerships and Court User
Committees among others.

Impact diagnostics study has provided Judiciary
with information on case delays and evidence on
interventions to employ. The study is expected to
establish the effects of alternative policy options
and help in choosing the best possible alternatives
for intervention on case delays and covered both
criminal and civil cases.

Service Delivery Charter by IFA

The Integrated Fiduciary Agent (IFA)
was engaged by the Judiciary to
carry out procurement and financial
management activities under JPIP. They
are responsible for among other things;
accounting, financial reporting, carry
out procurements based on the annual
work plans, prepare bidding documents,
advertising procurement bids and facilitate
the approvals of proposed contracts by
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the Judiciary Tender Committee. IFA is
also responsible to train the Judiciary
staff seconded to the project who
will take over the fiduciary aspects
after the initial two years of project
implementation.
The purpose of the service charters is
toraise quality of service, secure better
value and extend accountability. When
Service charters are displayed they offer
the public an opportunity to hold the
institution/organization accountable
for the services it offers. The public
is entitled to quality and standard
services, get value for money making
the service providers more accountable
to the service users.

“

You can only govern men by
serving them.

“

T

he Integrated Fiduciary Agent (IFA) is
finalizing the development of a Service
Delivery Charter that outlines and sets the
standards expected of its performance
and that of Judiciary Officials and Staff
involved in the implementation of JPIP. In
liaison with key Judiciary Directorates, IFA
will be responsible for ensuring effective
and strategic use of JPIP resources. IFA
will adopt transparent and accountable
mechanisms in utilizing these public
resources for the purpose of ultimately
achieving the Judiciary’s development
strategy.

Victor Cousin, French philosopher
(1792-1867).

IFA hopes to empower citizens to hold
the JPIP and individual officers at the
project accountable for quality, timely
and responsive services- value. It
intends to:• Change the attitude at work
places by focusing efforts to
customer satisfaction;
• Ensure JPIP officers are
conscious about quality of
services they are offering;
• Reduce incidences of corruption.
IFA will ensure that activities in the JPIP
work plans are adhered to including
following the laid down procedures
outlined in the public procurement rules
and regulations and the World Bank
regulations in getting value for money
and effective use of resources. IFA will
endeavor to streamline the procurement
process but only if everyone is
accountable for their actions and the
services they are offering.
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CUCs to Promote Justice System

A

series of workshops are being held
across the country to equip 400 Court
Users Committees (CUC) with knowledge
and skills that will enable them understand
their roles and responsibilities of enhancing
public participation and understanding of
court operations.
The Registrar for Magistrate Courts
has so far held seven workshops where
about 244 CUC members participated.
The workshops were held in the following
locations shown by the table.

The workshops provided a forum to address
matters in the administration of justice
while enhancing stakeholder engagement;
promoting
effective
justice
sector
partnerships and advancing the application of
Alternative Dispute Resolution mechanisms.
The workshops theme is “Transforming Court
Users Committees (CUCs) into effective
platforms to improve Court operations and
give access to justice to all”.
CUC members were enlightened on key
messages in the context of the justice
chain such
as: Collective
PARTICIPANTS
Responsibility;

TRAINING
LOCATION
Bungoma

COURTS COVERED

Bungoma, Webuye, Kimilili, Sirisia, Butali

34

Busia

Busia, Butere, Vihiga, Mumias, Kakamega

36

Embu

Embu, Runyenjes, Siakago, Nkubu, Chuka

36

Garissa

Garissa, Habasweini, Hola, Dadao

31

Homabay

Homabay, Oyugis, Ndhiwa, Rongo, Migori, Kehancha

36

Kisii

Kisii, Ogembo, Nyamira, Kilgoris

35

Kericho

Kericho, Bomet, Sotik, Narok, Keroka

36

Interdependence; Service;
Constitutionalism; and Mutual
Accountability.

Members of CUCs Pose for a group
photograph in Embu workshop.

The workshops contribute enormously
towards improving Court Administration and
coherent flow o f information among
all stakeholders. The workshops are
used for building the capacity of CUC
members with strong bias towards the
other Justice System Partners who need
to be at par with the Judiciary as part of
efforts to improve court administration
and access to justice by clients.

Don’t have ambitious workplans
Rules and Regulations as well as World
Bank Regulations.
“Each Unit must understand the
regulations when planning for the
activities,” said Mrs Kamau adding that
only activities that are factored in the
workplan will be undertaken in the F/Y
2014/2015.

Ag. Project Coordinator, Mrs. Beatrice
Kamau during opening of workshop at
JTI.

J
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Implementing Units participating in the
validation of work plans.

udiciary Performance Improvement
Project (JPIP) Implementing Units have
been challenged to come up with work plans
that are implementable and which can be
absorbed within the 2014/2015 financial
year.

areas, were requested to consult each
other to avoid duplication. IUs were also
reminded to review TORs in conformity
with the guidelines in the draft Project
Implementation Manual (PIM).

During the workshop Implementing Units
(IUs) presented workplans that were
ambitious and were informed to align their
plans with the project objectives, existing
capacity and must conform to the project
cost and financing allocations. Implementing
Units, who have close mandates in some

Speaking during the opening of a two-day
validation workshop on JPIP work plans
held at the Judiciary Training Institute
on 10th - 11th April 2014, Acting JPIP
Project Coordinator Mrs Beatrice Kamau
emphasized the need for each Implementing
Unit to adhere to the Public Procurement
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Mrs. Kamau, who is also the Acting
Director of Finance said each
Implementing Unit’s performance will
be gauged on how effectively and
efficiently they will have undertaken
their respective activities. These
interventions are expected to improve
the Judiciary’s performance, quality of
services and dispensation of justice.
The activities to be undertaken by
the Implementing Units during the
F/Y 2014/2015 aim to contribute
towards making the Judiciary the best
administrator of justice in Africa.
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Public Participates in Rehabilitation of Courts

O

ne of the national principals of
governance that is enshrined in the
Constitution is the involvement of public
participation in the running of the affairs
of Constitutional offices including the
Judiciary. The Judiciary engages public
participation in administration of justice at
various levels including
court construction and
rehabilitation.
Members
of
the
public, Court Users
Committee
(CUC)
members and court
staff participated in
consultative workshops
for the rehabilitation of
Engineer, Chuka, Kigumo, Molo, Nyando,
Vihiga, Nyamira, Oyugis and Muhoroni
courts. Through a consultative process
views and suggestion on the design and
layout of the courts were collected by
a team of consulting architects led by

the PMU Construction/Civil Engineer
Specialist. The collected comments and
design suggestions are to be considered
by the consulting architects and where
feasible they will be incorporated into the
rehabilitation of the courts. The purpose is
to enhance the facilities which will result in
improved service
delivery.
Very
creative
and
innovative
proposals
were
submitted which
included
having
juvenile
cells
which would be
separate
from
the adult cells, women cells, a counselling
room, witness protection facilities that
include ICT technology, litigants briefing
area, lactating facilities for staff , improved
records registry for the various courts,
better magistrates and judge’s chambers,

modern court facilities with ICT equipment
and other internationally required facilities.
The nine courts are part of the 30 courts
that JPIP has identified to rehabilitated
in support of the Government initiatives
to modernize its court facilities. Ten High
Courts will be constructed under the JPIP
programme.

Arch John Okello explaining the
rehabilitation concept to stakeholders.

Pictorial

The newly constructed banking hall at the Kangema Law Court.
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Artichetural proposed design of Vihiga Courts.
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Pictorial

Making an input into the workplans at the Kisumu Harmonization
workshop.

6

Participants at the Validation workshop on JPIP workplans taking
notes.

Ongoing rehabilitaion of Kitui Law Court.

Participants explains the Nyeri Law Courts budget at the Nakuru
Harmonization Workshop.

CUC member and other stakeholders participated in giving
suggestions towards the rehabilitation of the courts.

Customer being served at the new banking hall at Kangema courts.
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